This paper provides a criterion based on interpretation methods on term rewrite systems in order to characterize the polynomial time complexity of second order functionals. For that purpose it introduces a first order functional stream language that allows the programmer to implement second order functionals. This characterization is extended through the use of exp-poly interpretations as an attempt to capture the class of Basic Feasible Functionals (bff). Moreover, these results are adapted to provide a new characterization of polynomial time complexity in computable analysis. These characterizations give a new insight on the relations between the complexity of functional stream programs and the classes of functions computed by Oracle Turing Machine, where oracles are treated as inputs.
Introduction
Lazy functional languages like Haskell allow the programmer to deal with co-inductive datatypes in such a way that co-inductive objects can be evaluated by finitary means. Consequently, computations over streams, that is infinite lists, can be performed in such languages.
A natural question arising is the complexity of the programs computing on streams. Intuitively, the complexity of a stream program is the number of reduction steps needed to output the n first elements of a stream, for any n. However the main issue is to relate the complexity bound to the input structure. Since a stream can be easily identified with a function, a good way for solving such an issue is to consider computational and complexity models dealing with functions as inputs.
In this perspective, we want to take advantage of the complexity results obtained on type-2 functions (functions over functions), and in particular on bff [1, 2] , to understand stream program complexity. For that purpose, we set Unary Oracle Turing Machine (uotm), machines computing functions with oracles taking unary inputs, as our main computational model. This model is well-suited in our framework since it manipulates functions as objects with a well-defined notion of complexity. uotm are a refinement of Oracle Turing Machines (otm) on binary words which correspond exactly to the bff algebra in [3] under polynomial restrictions. uotm are better suited than otm to study stream complexity with a realistic complexity measure, since in the uotm model accessing the n th element costs n transitions whereas it costs log(n) in the otm model.
The Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC) community has proposed characterizations of otm complexity classes using function algebra [3, 4] and type systems [5, 6] or recently as a logic [7] .
These latter characterizations are inspired by former characterizations of type-1 polynomial time complexity based on ramification [8, 9] . This line of research has led to new developments of other ICC tools and in particular to the use of (polynomial) interpretations in order to characterize the classes of functions computable in polynomial time or space [10, 11] .
Polynomial interpretations [12, 13] are a well-known tool used to show the termination of first order term rewrite systems. This tool has been adapted into variants, like quasi-interpretations and sup-interpretation [14] , that allow the programmer to analyze program complexity. In general, interpretations are restricted to inductive data types and [15] was a first attempt to adapt such a tool to co-inductive data types including stream programs. In this paper, we introduce a second order variation of this interpretation methodology in order to constrain the complexity of stream program computation and we obtain a characterization of uotm polynomial time computable functions. Using this characterization, we can analyze functions of this class in an easier way based on the premise that it is practically easier to write a first order functional program on streams than the corresponding Unary Oracle Turing Machine. The drawback is that the tool suffers from the same problems as polynomial interpretation: the difficulty to automatically synthesize the interpretation of a given program (see [16] ). As a proof of versatility of this tool, we provide a partial characterization of the bff class (the full characterization remaining open), just by changing the interpretation codomain: for that purpose, we use restricted exponentials instead of polynomials in the interpretation of a stream argument.
A direct and important application is that second order polynomial interpretations on stream programs can be adapted to characterize the complexity of functions computing over reals defined in Computable Analysis [17] . This approach is a first attempt to study the complexity of such functions through static analysis methods. This paper is an extended version of [18] with complete proofs, additional examples and corrections.
Outline of the paper.
In Section 2, we introduce (Unary) Oracle Turing Machines and their complexity. In Section 3, we introduce the studied first order stream language. In Section 4, we define the interpretation tools extended to second order and we provide a criterion on stream programs. We show our main characterization relying on the criterion in Section 5. Section 6 develops a new application, which was only mentioned in [18] , to functions computing over reals.
Polynomial time Oracle Turing Machines
In this section, we will define a machine model and a notion of complexity relevant for stream computations. This model (uotm) is adapted from the Oracle Turing Machine model used by Kapron and Cook in their characterization of Basic Feasible functionals (bff) [3] . In the following, |x| will denote the size of the binary encoding of x ∈ N, namely ⌈log 2 (x)⌉.
Definition 1 (Oracle Turing Machine
). An Oracle Turing Machine (denoted by otm) M with k oracles and l input tapes is a Turing machine with, for each oracle, a state, one query tape and one answer tape.
Whenever M is used with input oracles F 1 , . . . F k : N −→ N and arrives on the oracle state i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and if the corresponding query tape contains the binary encoding of a number x, then the binary encoding of F i (x) is written on the corresponding answer tape. It behaves like a standard Turing machine on the other states.
We now introduce the unary variant of this model, which is more related to stream computations as accessing the n-th element takes at least n steps (whereas it takes log(n) steps in otm. See example 2 for details).
Definition 2 (Unary Oracle Turing Machine).
A Unary Oracle Turing Machine (denoted uotm) is an otm where numbers are written using unary notation on the query tape, i.e. on the oracle state i, if w is the content of the corresponding query tape, then F i (|w|) is written on the corresponding answer tape.
Definition 3 (Running time).
In both cases (otm and uotm), we define the cost of a transition as the size of the answer of the oracle, in the case of a query, and 1 otherwise.
In order to introduce a notion of complexity, we have to define the size of the inputs of our machines.
Definition 4 (Size of a function). The size |F |
This definition is different from the one used in [3] (denoted here by ||.||). Indeed, the size of a function was defined by ||F ||(n) = max |k|≤n |F (k)|, in other words, ||f ||(n) = |f |(2 n − 1). The reason for this variation is that in an uotm, the oracle is closer to an infinite sequence (or stream as we will see in the following) than to a function, since it can access easily its first n elements but not its (2 n ) th element which is the case in an otm. In particular, this makes the size function computable in polynomial time (with respect to the following definitions).
The size of an oracle input is then a type-1 function whereas it is an integer for standard input. Then, the notion of polynomial running time needs to be adapted.
Definition 5 (Second order polynomial).
A second order polynomial is a polynomial generated by the following grammar:
where X represents a zero order variable (ranging over N), Y a first order variable (ranging over N −→ N), c a constant in N and − is a notation for the functional application.
2 is a second order polynomial.
The following lemma shows that the composition of polynomials is well behaved. Proof. This can be proved by induction on the definition of a second order polynomial: this is true if P is constant or equal to a zero order variable and also if P is a sum, a multiplication or a composition with type-1 variable, since polynomials are stable under these operators.
In the following, P (Y 1 , . . . , Y k , X 1 , . . . , X l ) will denote a second order polynomial where each Y i represents a first order variable, and each X i a zero order variable.
This definition of running time is directly adapted from the definition of running time for otms.
Definition 6 (Polynomial running time
. . x l : N and F 1 , . . . F k : N −→ N, the sum of the transition costs before M halts on these inputs is less than Proof. In order to transform a uotm into an otm computing the same functional, we have to convert the content of the query tape from the word w (representing |w| in unary) into the binary encoding of |w| before each oracle call. This can be done in polynomial time in |w| and we call Q this polynomial. In both cases, the cost of the transition is |F (|w|)|, so the running time of both machines is the same, except for the conversion time. If the computation time of the uotm was bounded by a second order polynomial P , the size of the content of the query is at most P (|F |) at each query, so the additional conversion time is at most Q(P (|F |)) for each query and there are at most P (|F |) queries. Thus, the conversion time is also a second order polynomial in the size of the inputs, and the computation time of the otm is also bounded by a second order polynomial in |F |. Finally, since ||F || bounds |F |, the computation time is also bounded by the same polynomial in ||F ||, so F is in bff.
is uotm computable in polynomial time. Indeed, it is computed by the function which copies the input word representing x on the query tape before entering the query state before returning the content of the answer tape as output. Its running time is bounded by 2 × (|x| + |F |(|x|)). However H(F, x) = F (x) is not uotm computable in polynomial time, because it would require to write x in unary on the query tape, which costs 2 |x| . Nonetheless, H is in bff because an otm only has to write x in binary, and the oracle call costs |F (x)| ≤ ||F ||(|x|).
First order stream language

Syntax
In this section, we define a simple Haskell-like lazy first order functional language with streams.
F will denote the set of function symbols, C the set of constructor symbols and X the set of variable names. A program is a list of definitions D given by the grammar in Figure 1 :
e ::= x | t e 1 . . . e n (Expressions) where x, y ∈ X , t ∈ C ∪ F, c ∈ C \ {:} and f ∈ F and c, t and f are symbols of arity n.
Throughout the paper, we call closed expression any expression without variables.
The stream constructor : ∈ C is a special infix constructor of arity 2. In a stream expression h : t, h and t are respectively called the head and the tail of the stream.
We might use other infix or postfix constructors or function symbols in the following for ease of readability.
In a definition f p 1 . . . p n = e, all the variables of e appear in the patterns p i . Moreover patterns are non overlapping and each variable appears at most once in the left-hand side. This entails that programs are confluent. In a program, we suppose that all pattern matchings are exhaustive. Finally, we only allow patterns of depth 1 for the stream constructor (i.e. only variables appear in the tail of a stream pattern).
Remark 2. This is not restrictive since a program with higher pattern matching depth can be easily transformed into a program of this form using extra function symbols and definitions. We will prove in Proposition 1 that this modification does not alter our results on polynomial interpretations.
Type system
Programs contain inductive types that will be denoted by Tau. For example, unary integers are defined by:
data Nat = 0 | Nat +1 (with 0, +1 ∈ C), and binary words by:
Consequently, each constructor symbol comes with a typed signature and we will use the notation c :: T to denote that the constructor symbol c has type T. For example, we have 0 :: Nat and +1 :: Nat -> Nat. Note that in the following, given some constants n, k, . . . ∈ N, the terms n, k,. . . denote their encoding as unary integers in Nat.
Programs contain co-inductive types defined by data [Tau] = Tau : [Tau] for each inductive type Tau. This is a distinction with Haskell, where streams are defined to be both finite and infinite lists, but not a restriction since finite lists may be defined in this language and since we are only interested in showing properties of total functions (i.e. an infinite stream represents a total function).
In the following, we will write T k for T -> T -> ...
-> T (with k occurrences of T).
Each function symbol f comes with a typed signature that we restrict to be either f::
Throughout the paper, we will only consider well-typed programs where the left-hand side and the right-hand side of a definition can be given the same type using the simple rules of Figure 2 with A, A i ∈ {Tau, [Tau]}. Γ is a typing basis for every variable, constructor and function symbol (we assume that each variable is used in at most one definition, for the sake of simplicity). Moreover, let S represent the set of substitutions σ that map variables to expressions. As usual the result of applying the substitution σ to an expression e is denoted σ(e).
The evaluation rules are defined in Figure 4 : Figure 4 allows the reduction of an expression under a function or constructor symbol whereas the (:) rule only allows reduction of a stream head (this is why stream patterns of depth greater than 1 are not allowed in a definition).
These reduction rules are not deterministic but a call-by-need strategy could be defined to mimic Haskell's semantic.
The following function symbols are typical stream operators and will be used further.
Example 3. s !! n computes the (n + 1)
th element of the stream s:
Example 4. tln s n drops the first n + 1 elements of the stream s:
tln (h:t) (n+1) = tln t n tln (h:t) 0 = t
Second order polynomial interpretations
In the following, we will call a positive functional any function of type
Let > denote the usual ordering on N and its standard extension to N −→ N, i.e. given F, G : N −→ N, F > G if ∀n ∈ N \ {0}, F (n) > G(n) (the comparison on 0 is not necessary since we will only use strictly positive inputs).
We extend this ordering to the set of positive functionals of arity k + l by:
where N −→ ↑ N is the set of increasing functions on positive integers.
Definition 7 (Monotonic positive functionals).
A positive functional is monotonic if it is strictly increasing with respect to each of its arguments.
Definition 8 (Types interpretation).
The type signatures of a program are interpreted as types this way:
• an inductive type Tau is interpreted as N
• an arrow type A -> B is interpreted as the type T A −→ T B if A and B are respectively interpreted as T A and T B .
Definition 9 (Assignment). An assignment is a mapping of each function symbol f :: A to a monotonic positive functional whose type is the interpretation of A.
An assignment can be canonically extended to any expression in the program:
Definition 10 (Expression assignment). The assignment is defined on constructors and expressions this way:
x is a variable of type Tau, i.e. we associate a unique zero order variable X in N to each x ∈ X of type Tau.
• y (Z) = Y Z , if y is a variable of type [Tau] , i.e. we associate a unique first order variable Y : N −→ N to each y ∈ X of type [Tau].
• t e 1 . . . e n = t ( e 1 , . . . , e n ), if t ∈ C ∪ F. Let us consider the expression p : (q : r), with p, q, r ∈ X , we obtain that:
where
is the positive functional such that:
• F (R, Q, P )(Z + 2) = 1 + P + : (Q, R)(Z + 1) = 2 + P + Q + R(Z)
• F (R, Q, P )(1) = 1 + P + : (Q, R)(0) = 1 + P + Q
• F (R, Q, P )(0) = P plus admits the following (polynomial) interpretation:
Indeed, we check that the following inequalities are satisfied: The following inequalities show that mult (X 1 , X 2 ) = 3 × X 1 × X 2 is an interpretation for mult:
Note that these interpretations are first order polynomials because plus and mult only have inductive arguments. 
Indeed, we check that: Proof. It has already been proved in [19] that the synthesis problem is undecidable for usual integer polynomials and such term rewriting systems without streams. Since our programs include them, and that their interpretations are necessarily first order integer polynomials, the synthesis problem for our stream programs is also undecidable. Now that we have polynomial interpretations for !! and tln, we can prove that restricting to stream patterns of depth 1 was not a loss of generality. 
This new definition of f is equivalent to the initial one, and if it admitted a polynomial interpretation P , then the equivalent function symbol f 1 can be interpreted by:
Then, we redefine f by:
which is greater than:
so it is indeed a polynomial interpretation for this modified f.
Lemma 4. If e is an expression of a program with an interpretation − and e → e
′ , then e > e ′ .
Proof. If e → e ′ using:
• the (d) rule, then there are a substitution σ and a definition f p 1 . . . p n = d such that e = σ(f p 1 . . . p n ) and e ′ = σ(d). We obtain e > e ′ by definition of an interpretation and since · > · is stable by substitution.
• the (t)-rule, then t e 1 . . . e i . . . e n > t e 1 . . . e ′ i . . . e n is obtained by definition of > and since t is monotonic, according to Remark 3.
• the (:)-rule, then e = d : d 0 and e
Notice that it also works for the base case Z = 0 by definition of : . Productive streams are defined in the literature [20] as terms weakly normalizing to infinite lists, which is in our case equivalent to:
Definition 12 (Productive stream). A stream s is productive if for all value n :: Nat, s !! n evaluates to a strict value.
Corollary 2. A closed stream expression admitting an interpretation is productive.
Proof. This is a direct application of Corollary 1.
Corollary 3. Given a function symbol f :: [Tau]
k -> Tau l -> Tau of a program with a polynomial interpretation − , there is a second order polynomial P such that if f e 1 . . . e k +l → n ! v then n ≤ P ( e 1 , . . . , e k +l ), for all closed expressions e 1 , . . . , e k +l . This polynomial is precisely f .
The following lemma shows that in an interpreted program, the number of evaluated stream elements is bounded by the interpretation. 
Proof. Let N = f s 1 . . . s k e 1 . . . e l . Since pattern matching on stream arguments has depth 1, the N th element of a stream cannot be evaluated in less than N steps. f s 1 . . . s k e 1 . . . e l evaluates in less than N steps, so at most the first N elements of the input stream expressions can be evaluated, so the reduction steps of f s 1 . . . s k e 1 . . . e l and f s 
Characterizations of polynomial time
In this section, we provide a characterization of polynomial time uotm computable functions using interpretations. We also provide a partial characterization of Basic Feasible Functionals using the same methodology.
Definition 13. The expressions in a program represent integers, functions, or type-2 functionals in the following sense:
• an expression e :: Bin computes an integer n if e evaluates to a strict value representing the binary encoding of n.
• an expression e :: [Bin] computes a function f : N −→ N if e !! n computes f (n).
• a function symbol f computes a function computes F (g 1 , . . . g k , x 1 k -> Bin l -> Bin which admits a polynomial interpretation.
To prove this theorem, we will demonstrate in Lemma 6 that second order polynomials can be computed by programs having polynomial interpretations. We will then use this result to get completeness in Lemma 7. Soundness (Lemma 9) consists in computing a bound on the number of inputs to read in order to compute an element of the output stream and then to perform the computation by a classical Turing machine.
Completeness
Lemma 6. Every second order polynomial can be computed in unary by a polynomial program.
Proof. Examples 6 and 7 give polynomial interpretations of unary addition (plus) and multiplication (mult) on unary integers (Nat). Then, we can define a program f computing the second order polynomial P by f y 1 . . . y k x 1 . . . x l = e where e is the strict implementation of P :
• X i is implemented by the zero order variable x i .
• Y i P 1 is computed by y i !! e 1 , if e 1 computes P 1 .
• The constant n ∈ N is implemented by the corresponding strict value n :: Nat.
• P 1 + P 2 is computed by plus e 1 e 2 , if e 1 and e 2 compute P 1 and P 2 respectively.
• P 1 × P 2 is computed by mult e 1 e 2 , if e 1 and e 2 compute P 1 and P 2 respectively.
Since plus, mult and !! have a polynomial interpretation, e is a second order polynomial P e in y 1 , . . . y k , x 1 , . . . , x l and we just set f = P e + 1. Proof. Let f : (N −→ N) k −→ N l −→ N be a function computed by a uotm M in time P , with P a second order polynomial. Without loss of generality, we will assume that k = l = 1. The idea of this proof is to write a program whose function symbol f 0 computes the output of M after t steps, and to use Lemma 6 to simulate the computation of P .
Lemma 7 (Completeness
Let f 0 be the function symbol describing the execution of M:
The arguments of f 0 represent respectively the input stream, the number of computational steps t, the current state and the 4 tapes (each tape is represented by two binary numbers as illustrated in Figure 5 ). The output will correspond to the content of the output tape after t steps.
The function symbol f 0 is defined recursively in its second argument:
• if the timer is 0, then the program returns the content of the output tape (after its head):
• for each transition of M, we write a definition of this form:
where n 1 and n 2 represent the input tape before the transition and n ′ 1 and n ′ f 0 admits a polynomial interpretation f 0 . Indeed, in each definition, the state can only increase by a constant, the length of the numbers representing the various tapes cannot increase by more than 1. The answer tape a 2 can undergo an important increase: when querying, it can increase by s ( q 2 ), that is the interpretation of the input stream taken in the interpretation of the query.
Then we can provide a polynomial interpretation to f 0 :
Lemma 6 shows that the polynomial P can be implemented by a program p with a polynomial interpretation. Finally, consider the programs size, max, maxsize and f 1 defined below:
size :: Bin -> Nat size Nil = 0 size (0 x) = (size x)+1 size (1 x) = (size x)+1 max :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat max 0 0 = 0 max 0 (k+1) = k+1 max (n+1) 0 = n+1 max (n+1) (k+1) = (max n k)+1 maxsize :: [Bin] -> Nat -> Nat maxsize (h:t) 0 = size h maxsize (h:t) (n+1) = max (maxsize t n) (size h)
where q 0 is the index of the initial state, size computes the size of a binary number, and maxsize computes the size function of a stream of binary numbers. f 1 computes an upper bound on the number of steps before M halts on input n with oracle s (i.e. P (|s|, |n|)), and simulates f 0 within this time bound. The output is then the value computed by M on these inputs. Define the following polynomial interpretations for max, size and maxsize:
Finally f 1 admits a polynomial interpretation since it is defined by composition of programs with polynomial interpretations.
Adapting the proof of Lemma 7 in the case of an uotm without type-1 input (i.e. an ordinary Turing machine) allows us to state a similar result for type-1 functions (which can already be deduced from well known results in the literature). 
Soundness
In order to prove the soundness result, we need to prove that the polynomial interpretation of a program can be computed in polynomial time by a uotm in this sense:
Lemma 8. If P is a second-order polynomial, then the function:
is computable in polynomial time by a uotm.
Proof. The addition and multiplication on unary integers, and the function x → |x| are clearly computable in polynomial time. Polynomial time is also stable under composition, so we only need to prove that the size function |F | is computable in polynomial time by a uotm. This is the case since it is a max over a polynomial number of elements of polynomial length. Note that this would not be true with the size function ||.|| as defined in [3] since is not computable in polynomial time. 
streams are replaced by lists, and there is an extra unary argument. We also add an extra constructor Err to each type definition.
For each definition in the program, we replace the stream constructor (:) with the list constructor (Cons). We also add extra definitions matching the cases where some of the list arguments match the empty list ([]). In this case, the left part is set to Err. Whenever a function is applied to this special value, it returns it. This defines a new program with only inductive types, which behaves similarly to the original one.
The following program transforms a finite list of binary words into a stream by completing it with zeros. It is easy to verify that app (X)(Z) = X + 3Z is a correct interpretation. On strict values, the new program:
reduces as the original one with lists completed with app:
The only differences are the additional reductions steps for app, but there is at most one additional reduction step for each stream argument each time there is a definition reduction ((d) rule in Figure 4 ), so the total number of reductions is at most multiplied by a constant. The evaluation may also terminate earlier if the error value appears at some point.
The number of reduction steps is then bounded (up to a multiplicative constant) by:
Since app v i is a first order polynomial in the interpretation of v i , Lemma 1 proves that the previous expression is a first order polynomial in the interpretation of its inputs. Several results in the literature (for example [21, 22] ) on type-1 interpretations allow us to state that this new program computes a polynomial type-1 function (in particular because it is an orthogonal term rewriting system).
Let us now build a uotm which computes f. According to Lemma 8, given some inputs and oracles, we can compute f applied to their sizes and get a unary integer N in polynomial time. The uotm then computes the first N values of each type-1 input to obtain finite lists (of polynomial size) and then compute the corresponding list function on these inputs. According to Lemma 5, since the input lists are long enough, the result computed by the list function and the stream function are the same.
Basic feasible functionals
In the completeness proof (Lemma 7), the program built from the uotm deals with streams using only the !! function to simulate oracle calls. This translation can be easily adapted to implement otms with stream programs. Because of the strict inclusion between polynomial time uotm computable functions and bff (cf. Lemma 2) and the Lemma 9, it will not always be possible to provide a polynomial interpretation to this translation, but a new proof provides us with a natural class of interpretation functions. Definition 14 (exp-poly). Let exp-poly be the set of functions generated by the following grammar:
The interpretation of a program is exp-poly if each symbol is interpreted by an exp-poly function.
is in exp-poly, whereas 2 X × Y 2 X is not.
Theorem 3. Every bff functional is computed by a program which admits an exp-poly interpretation.
Proof. Let f be a function computed by an otm M. We can reuse the construction from the proof of lemma 7 to generate a function symbol f 0 (and its definitions) simulating the machine. Since we consider an otm and no longer a uotm, we should note that when querying, the query tape now contains a binary word, which we have to convert into unary before giving it to the !! function using an auxiliary function natofbin:
natofbin :: Bin -> Nat natofbin Nil = 0 natofbin (0 x) = plus (natofbin x) (natofbin x) natofbin (1 x) = (plus (natofbin x) (natofbin x)) +1
Its interpretation should verify, using the interpretation of plus given in Example 6:
This can be fulfilled with natofbin (X) = 2 2X . Note that this conversion function has no implementation with sub-exponential interpretation since the size of its output is exponential in the size of the input. Now, in the new program, oracle calls are translated into s !! (natofbin a2), and the increase in a2 is now bounded by s (2 2q2 ). We can define the interpretation of f 0 by:
Exp-poly functions are also computed by exp-poly programs using the same composition of natofbin and !!. Finally, the adaptation of the initial proof shows that f 1 will also have an exp-poly interpretation.
Remark 4. The soundness proof (Lemma 9) does not adapt to bff and exppoly programs, because the required analogue of Lemma 8 (where P is an exppoly and the function is computable by a polynomial time otm) is false (in particular, x, F → 2
is not basic feasible). Still, we conjecture that the converse of Theorem 3 holds. That is exp-poly programs only compute bff functionals.
Link with polynomial time computable real functions
We show in this section that our complexity results can be adapted to real functions.
Until now, we have considered stream programs as type-2 functionals in their own rights. However, type-2 functionals can be used to represent real functions. Indeed Recursive Analysis models computation on reals as computation on converging sequences of rational numbers [23, 17] . Note that there are numerous other possible applications, for example Kapoulas [24] uses uotm to study the complexity of p-adic functions and the following results could be adapted, since p-adic numbers can be seen as streams of integers between 1 ands p − 1.
We will require a given convergence speed to be able to compute effectively. A real x is represented by a sequence (q n ) n∈N ∈ Q N if:
This will be denoted by (q n ) n∈N x. In other words, after a query of size n, an uotm obtains an encoding of a rational number q n approaching its input with precision 2 −n .
Definition 15 (Computable real function).
A function f : R −→ R will be said to be computed by an uotm if:
We will restrict to functions over the real interval [0, 1] (or any compact set).
Hence a computable real function will be computed by programs of type [Q] -> [Q] in our stream language, where Q is an inductive type describing the set of rationals Q. For example, we can define the data type of rationals with a pair constructor /: data Q = Bin / Bin
Only programs encoding machines verifying the implication (1) will make sense in this framework. Following [17] , we can define polynomial complexity of real functions using polynomial time uotm computable functions.
The following theorems are applications of Theorem 2 to this framework.
Theorem 4 (Soundness). If a program f :: [Q] -> [Q] with a polynomial interpretation computes a real function, then this function is computable in polynomial time.
Proof. Let us define g from f ::
If f has a polynomial interpretation f , then g admits the polynomial interpretation g (Y, N) = f (Y, N) + 1 (using the usual interpretation of !! defined in Example 8).
The type of rational numbers can be seen as pairs of binary numbers, so Theorem 2 can be easily adapted to this framework. A machine computes a real function in polynomial time if and only if it outputs the n th element of the result in polynomial with respect to the size of the input (as defined in Definition 4) and n. In this sense, the machine constructed from g using Theorem 2 computes the real function computed by f. Proof. Following [17] , we can describe any computable real function f by two functions f Q : N × Q −→ Q and f m : N −→ N where f Q (n, q) computes an approximation of f (q) with precision 2 −n :
and f m is a modulus of continuity of f defined as follows:
∀n, x, y, |x − y| < 2 −fm(n) ⇒ |f (x) − f (y)| < 2
−n
For a polynomial-time computable real function, those f m and f Q are discrete functions computable in polynomial time. Corollary 4 ensures that these functions can be implemented by programs f Q and f m with polynomial interpretations. Then, we can easily derive a program that computes f by first finding which precision on the input is needed (using f m ) and computing with f Q an approximation of the image of the input. 
Conclusion
We have provided a characterization of polynomial time stream complexity using basic polynomial interpretations and this the first characterization of this kind. More complex and finer interpretation techniques on first order complexity classes (e.g. sup-interpretations or quasi-interpretations) could probably be adapted to stream languages.
This work also provides a partial characterization of bff and shows that it is not the right feasible complexity class for functions over streams. Our framework also adapts well to applications like computable analysis. We have indeed characterized the class of polynomial time real functions, and this is again the first time that this class is characterized using interpretations.
As a whole, this work is a first step toward higher order complexity. We have used second order interpretations, but higher order interpretations could also be used to characterize higher order complexity classes. The main difficulty is that the state of the art on higher order complexity rarely deal with orders higher than two.
